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Worthing and Lancing, the A27. A relief road is needed. 
 
The Group – Bypass not A27 Throughpass: 
 
The group has been set up by a small group of local residents, independent of any other local 
organisations, who recognised that Worthing still needs a relief route established to offer peak time 
traffic an option to avoid the A27 between Lancing and Durrington. Now with 159 members and still 
growing. We have no political or commercial affiliations. 
We also recognised a number of other points; 

x We have set up a new group because the local residents associations are obliged to 
represent all their members, who have diverse views on this. We are a single topic group. 

x We are expecting Tim Loughton to deliver on the manifesto promise of priorities on 
Conservative HQ’s web site: “Continuing the long running campaign to secure a proper 
bypass around Worthing, Sompting and Lancing and upgrade the A27” 

x Both MPs were informed that a meeting was taking place. Both replied to the note informing 
them. Had they been interested, they could have asked any of the people who received one 
of the 3,000 leaflets or flyers handed out. Were they living in the affected area, they would 
have got a leaflet or flyer. 

x Nobody on the Worthing and Adur A27 Working Group is championing a bypass or relief 
route solution in a way that will get Highways England directed to consider it. 

x The argument about the National Park is totally spurious. The Authority have a duty to 
protect and enhance economic activity within the Park. If change in the Park was not 
possible, why are Steyning residents campaigning against a possible extension to quarrying? 
How will the A24 roundabout at Washington get sorted, how will both the A283 and A280 
roads get the improvements they need? 

x Government legislated the South Downs National Park in to existence, as previously for 
elsewhere, they can vary it if it needs to. As they will for Arundel. 

x The route proposed for a relief route uses 3 stretches of existing roads, all of which need 
improvements. 

x Should any works go ahead on the current A27, then this relief route will HAVE to be used. 
There is no other diversion possible. If works go ahead without prior thought and 
improvements, West Sussex will be in chaos, Worthing itself gridlocked for 4 years. 

x We quite specifically did not wish to engage in a debate at the meeting, but with busy 
people interested and giving up their time, we wished to put to them numerous facts and 
logical deductions that are not being published anywhere else. All of which lead to the 
conclusion a relief route is essential. 

x It is seriously disingenuous of our local MPs to complain that a group established only a few 
weeks ago has not been open and communicated well. We have had an open meeting 
attended by 750+ people, where people were invited to ask questions and to engage. Many 
questions were asked and most answered. 

x Two people who went to the Findon Valley Residents Association (FVRA) meeting Mr 
Loughton spoke at, have confirmed that questions to Tim were most definitely not 
welcomed, and certainly no time was offered for Q&A, much to the frustration of other 
FVRA members present. 

x All those Local councillors adjoining or close to the A27 were invited by email to the meeting 
at Worthing College. The preferred communication method. The evening already had a full 
council meeting scheduled unfortunately. 3 replied and all will be met with over the summer 
to explain our position. A number did attend. 

x Our complaint is not that Worthing and Adur A27 Working Group meetings are secret. Only 
that unless you are already on an MPs mailing list, they, the elected representatives of every 
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single constituent have in 2 years made no attempt to communicate the fact that Highways 
England are NOT considering a relief route. All options appear to be on the current road. All 
comments from Mr Loughton talk only about the A27 options. Not every constituency 
person is a member of a residents association. Not every constituency person is a member 
of a political party. Thus the responsibility to communicate with ALL residents in a 
constituency can and must rest with the MP where works are being instructed from London. 

x We believe it is essential that communications are much wider and more open than has 
been the case so far. Mr Loughton has posted a lot more comment since our group started. 

x We believe all options on the A27 will be bad for Worthing. It is only the scale of BAD that 
will be variable. 

x The previous studies did not conclude a bypass was inherently unviable. They concluded 
there was not enough finance to ‘do the job properly’. 

x We are VERY HAPPY to talk with our MPs, but we are not accepting that the only route is the 
current A27. 

x Residents groups have only been allowed on the A27 working group since July 2015, after 
much lobbying this has now increased to 7. The ‘Stakeholders’ group has only allowed 1 
residents’ representative since May this year, 2 years after it started. 

x The WSCC Councillor for the Division of Cissbury (most of Worthing North of the A27 and 
Offington) has been refused a seat. 

x The proposals on previous occasions have failed because working on the current A27 route 
was not a sensible solution then, as it is not now. 

x We do not need changes to the current A27 on the current route. Worthing deserves better. 
x Creating a 50 mph dual carriageway WILL result in 300+ properties having to lose their direct 

access on to the road. How can people turn in and out of a drive on to a 50mph dual 
carriageway? We have looked at these and only a handful could be offered alternative 
entrance/exit arrangements.  

x There appears to be NO budget for the local roads affected by works on the A27. 
x If people join a dual carriageway, it can only be as a left turn. This will increase the traffic at 

the few junctions as people do a ‘U’ turn if they had originally wished to go right. 
x To maintain traffic flows, access roads will be severely restricted and slip roads needed. Thus 

restricting emergency services access, stopping up bus routes and increasing taxi fares. 
x NO representatives of the Residents Associations were involved in setting up the meeting at 

Worthing College. All involved were there as specialists or as members of ‘Bypass not 
Throughpass’. 

x Current congestion is clearly not ‘untenable’ as Mr Loughton claims. It only affects the road 
for short periods at busy times. A relief road would give through traffic an option without 
destroying the North of Worthing. 

x As with any such major project which will have significant impact, Mr Loughton identifies 
there will be a robust review process. But he agrees it will have significant impact if it goes 
ahead on the current route, thus many people will be affected. 

x The Expressway concern is NOT originated by us. It comes from the Transport Ministry. 
x We believe that any changes that are major enough to give through traffic a faster route will 

require a 4 lane road and mean major changes to the current junctions. If the proposals do 
not address the junctions with major change, they will not fix the problem. If they do 
address the problem with major change it will ruin North Worthing and will require many 
houses to be ‘Land Take’ (the latest buzz phrase for compulsory purchase). 

x We don’t post our home addresses, in the same way as Mr Loughton and Mr Bottomley 
don’t post their’s. We do post our email address and will shortly have a mail address. 

 
As a group, we would be thrilled to see a viable solution for the A27 between Lancing and 
Durrington tabled. We are adamant that it is not acceptable is for Highways England to be tasked 
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with only reviewing the current A27 and for all other suggestions to be discounted. It has never been 
a workable answer since developments were allowed North of the A27. For the last 60 years a 
proper bypass or relief route has been required, it still is. 

Turned down before, should be turned down again. 
 

WORTHING DESERVES BETTER 
 
And conservative HQ agrees! See the comment about Tim – “Continuing the long running campaign 
to secure a proper bypass around Worthing, Sompting and Lancing and upgrade the A27” a direct 
quote from the website on 28th July 2016. 
https://www.conservatives.com/OurTeam/Members-of-Parliament/Loughton-Tim 
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